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Abstract. This research aims to help business people in using e-commerce and increase the sales results in the marketing of a fabric industry in Bandung. So far, marketing system has been carried out in a manual system that is handled directly by the customer, which makes it time-consuming and costly. Along with the usage of E-commerce in various fields, it is also used in the sales of fabrics. Making a website is one of the multiple ways to increase sales. In the current era of globalization, internet usage and social media are mandatory for many merchants who utilize sales through E-Commerce. This study uses a descriptive method with a qualitative approach carried out in specific fabric industry. The results of this study are the increase in sales of the products and how websites can be utilized in industrial areas. This happens because in using E-Commerce, customers can ignore distance and time, whenever and wherever the customer no longer has to visit or buy the items directly to the store. The conclusion is that e-commerce systems make it easy for users to access information about fabric products online.
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1 Introduction

Fabric is a type of textile material that can be processed in a way such as crossing several warp threads with feed fiber yarn. In textile fibers, it is divided into two groups which are natural fibers and artificial fibers. In artificial fibers, it is divided into two, namely semi-artificial fibers and synthetic fibers. Along with the development of interest and also the tastes of consumers who are concerned with their color variations and also the comfort of the fabric must be considered because it is a very important thing [1]. E-Commerce is a set of technologies that have been designed in such a way as to make sales based on applications or web browsers, and in business processes that can dynamically be linked between companies, consumers and certain organizations through electronic transactions [2].

In marketing strategy, it can be said that innovation helps product sales to be more profitable in e-commerce and every business needs to use unique strategies to support their marketing [3]. Other than facilitating the marketing process, the role of E-Commerce is important because E-Commerce shortens electronic commercials and has become a popular name for other terms related to electronic transactions [4]. E-commerce aims to facilitate all aspects of the business, it is also achieved more important aspects, including in creating opportunities for companies, organizations, and stores to reach customers more efficiently and create a better market [5]. With some efforts, it can achieve more in determining the formal wear industry business using offline-based or online-based, some people can also get income from the advertising which creates an additional business besides installing trade [6]. E-commerce in the fabric industry has several benefits for fabric industries in the field of interface investment which causes E-commerce to be important [7].

Besides the benefits of e-commerce, there are several negative impacts which is an abuse of legal authority [8]. In the fabric industry, further efforts can increase marketing and sales. [9] With this method, entrepreneurs can describe the phenomenon of e-commerce and increase sales results in marketing the fabric industry [10]. This study can also use web-based information systems in industrial fabrics [11]. This is an effort that can increase marketing and sales in this fabric industry, and websites can be used for industrial areas. The conclusion is that e-commerce systems makes it easier for users to access information about fabric products online.

2 Material and Method

The method used in this research is descriptive method with a qualitative approach. The aim is to help business people in using e-commerce and increase the sales results in the marketing of a fabric industry in Bandung. The data collection technique uses observations, namely the method of collecting data by observing objects directly and recording systematically about what is going to be observed. The researcher made observations directly in the field of the fabric industry area and uses in-depth interviewing techniques to obtain valid data and facts.
3 Results and Discussion

Fabric industry performs through E-commerce for the marketed type of fabric in which the customers can order products that are available on the web. This is very helpful for buyers in terms of time to get the desired product. The E-commerce system is convenient and comfortable for buyers.

First, the buyer is required to open the web and make a selection of the desired fabric; the seller must always update the types and availability of fabrics in the factory and on the website in an attempt to meet the consumer’s desires. The website provides home, blog, contact, and how to order section in the main menu. The home display is the front page which only displays the description of the website; the contact of the seller is present on the contact menu. How to order menu only describes the procedure for ordering fabric products that the customer wanted which will be directed to the payment stage. The last menu shows the types of fabric on the website, the example:
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**Fig. 1.** Form Menu, this figure was adopted on 12 December 2018

The second display that is designed on the web contains a hot item menu, where the buyer can choose the desired fabric that has been provided by the seller with the price. The following is an example of the Website in Figure 2:
Furthermore, in this third view, there is a definition of the type of fabric that is chosen by consumers and also displays the type of fabric where customers can enter into the basket to proceed into the payment stage. The following is an example of the Website in figure 3:

For the last stage, the website displays the seller's contact view, location, email, and profile of the industrial company where buyers can make contact directly through Whatsapp to make transactions. The following is an example of these websites in figure 4:
Fig. 4. Contact me, this figure was adopted on 12 December 2018

From the results of the system proposed by author, therefore it is aimed at all Internet users or industrial companies in other fields to be directed into companies that promote sustainable business. Today, it is expected that website users can expand their business network which can exceed or have a larger profit.

4 Conclusion

From the results of the research above, it can be concluded that the role of e-commerce in the business world greatly influences the world of business more specifically in the field of marketing that has been proven to improve the quality of marketing itself and create benefits for industrial companies. E-commerce makes it easier for customers to access information about fabric products online in an attempt to assist buying and selling of the desired fabric products to be more effective and efficient.
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